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‘No Pangs of Conscience’: Nostalgia, Race, Masculinity, and the Emergence of 

Australian Rules Football in Rural South West Victoria 

Abstract 

For over 140 years Australian Rules football has been one of the most popular 

sporting past times in the rural south west of the Australian state of Victoria. Yet the 

meaning and impact of this football code in regional Australia remains relatively 

uncharted. This paper begins the process of redressing this by examining recollections 

of the emergence of the sport in south west Victoria produced in the late 1930s by a 

writer with the pen-name ‘Old Eaglehawk’. Although purportedly facile, ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’s’These nostalgic reminiscences touched on broader issues including 

masculinity, race, rural pioneers, and colonial violence, which shaped both the game 

locally and the region more broadly. Central to ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ articles was the 

sentiment that pioneers of the region were exemplars of white Australian masculinity 

whose influence benefitted not only football, but the south west region more 

generally. As a result of such influence, local football was perceived as a space that 

cultivated traits that white rural pioneers were celebrated for such as discipline, 

toughness, and resilience. But a deeper examination of ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ articles 

suggests that the largely elided frontier violence perpetrated by Australia’s pioneers 

also permeated the game at a local level. 
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Indigenous Australians 

  



Introduction – On the Need to Consider Rural Pioneers 

In 1935 a writer with the pen-name ‘Old Eaglehawk’ added to the interwar chorus of rural 

Australians reflecting nostalgically about the past. Amidst a world that appeared to be 

transforming too rapidly, many people turned to memories of seemingly more stable times: 

some wrote glowingly of the former innocent beauty of the countryside, others of the 

industrious gardening of old ladies, and the social life of rural communities.1 In the south 

west of the state of Victoria, newspapers frequently told stories of how Australian Rules 

football used to be played with writers like ‘Old Player’, R.B. Prouse, and ‘Wanderer’ 

reminiscing fondly about their favourite players from bygone eras.2 ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ yarns 

also focussed on Australian Rules football, but like the wistful interwar writers chronicled by 

Marc Brodie, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ wanted to link his topic to the spirit of the early pioneers of 

country Australia.3 Published in a local newspaper, the Mortlake Dispatch, ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’s’ recollections were ‘read with wide interest and intense pleasure’.4 Indeed, so 

popular were these beguiling tales that three years later revised versions were published by 

another local paper, the Terang Express.5 Although ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ accounts of the 

emergence of football in south west Victoria are not necessarily factual accounts, the 

connections they make to narratives of Australian pioneers remain of interest both for what 

they celebrate and for what they elide. In particular, they allow for an examination of how 

pioneer narratives could shape the circulation of Australian sporting pasts in the present.6  

In 1935 a writer with the pen-name ‘Old Eaglehawk’ reminisced about the foundational years 

of the development of Australian Rules football in the rural district of south west Victoria, 

Australia from 1880 until the start of the First World War. Published in a local newspaper, 

the Mortlake Dispatch, ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ recollections were ‘read with wide interest and 

intense pleasure’.7 Indeed, so popular were these beguiling tales that three years later revised 

versions were published by another local paper, the Terang Express.8 These newspapers 



observed that ‘Old Eaglehawk’ was somewhat of a ‘facile writer’.9 But his tales of the 

emergence of football in a small pocket of rural Australia frequently touched on broader 

issues of masculinity, race, rural pioneers, colonial violence, and the role of memory in 

disseminating popular narratives of the past in the present.10 And it is the chance to begin an 

exploration of these rarely critiqued themes in the historiography of Australian Rules football 

that has led us to write this paper examining the articles of ‘Old Eaglehawk’. 

As Richard Cashman has noted, by the time Australia was federated in 1901 

pioneering ‘bBushmen’ and ‘home-grown Australian sportsmen’ were already being 

celebrated as national heroes.11 The pioneering bBushmen were lauded in art, literature, and 

poetry for taming Australia’s wild landscapes and helping bring economic prosperity for all.12 

The sportsmanSportsmen were similarly extolled for showing that white men born in 

Australia were equal too, if not better than the men born in Britain.13 Yet few historians have 

explored the connections between Australian sport and the rural pioneers. In a notable 

exception, Robert Pascoe and Gerardo PapaliaPapaplia have argued that the development of 

Australian Rules football was shaped by the ‘frontier wars’ fought between white settlers and 

Indigenous Australians.14 However, like most historians of Australian sport, Pascoe and 

Papalia focus on the metropole, in this case Melbourne. Indeed, while general histories of 

rural Australia such as Richard Waterhouse’s The Vision Splendid have acknowledged that 

sport has played a prominent part of rural life since the late nineteenth century, regional and 

rural Australia has largely been neglected by historians of sport.15  

Studies of Australian Rules football history have followed a similar trend towards 

metro centric narratives of the game. Since spreading from its metropolitan birthplace in 

Melbourne, Victoria, Australian Rules football has become one of Australia’s most popular 

pastimes.16 As a consequence of such popularity the code’s history has been the focus of 

extensive scholarship.17 Yet despite this wide spread popularity, most scholarly research 



considers only the elite metropolitan growth of the game, leaving rural football narratives on 

the margins of the code’s history with much about what the game has meant to rural 

Australian communities remaining uncharted.18  

This paper takes ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ memories of local football in south west Victoria 

as a launching place to begin the process of studying how the powerful narratives around 

Australian sport and Australian pioneers have intersected. This paper takes ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’s’ memories of local football in south west Victoria as a launching place to begin 

the study of the sporting activities and attitudes of rural  pioneers and settlers, and to explore 

how these were remembered. Notions of masculinity, race, civility, and violence are central 

to this analysis. As Kate Murphy has observed, in the early twentieth century many 

Australians ‘saw the nation’s future as vested in its rural spaces’ believing that regional 

Australia should be filled ‘with a virtuous citizenry’ of white male farmers.19 In the small 

rural space of south west Victoria, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ upheld these ideals, looking back fondly 

on the local pioneers and settlers noting that their influence in ‘not only sport but in every 

form of life has created far-reaching benefits’.20 Nevertheless, as this paper will show, ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’ was also troubled by the effects that the often-violent settlement of Australia had 

on Australia’s Indigenous peoples.  

Historical studies of the engagement of Indigenous Australians with Australian Rules 

football have tended to focus on the contested connections between Australian Rules football 

and the Indigenous Australian ball game known as Marn-grook, along with studies of 

particular Indigenous Australian Rules football playersfootballers.21 One key issue has been 

the relationship that Tom Wills – a ‘founding father’ of Australian Rules football – had with 

Djab Wurrung Aboriginal peopleIndigenous Australians of Western Victoria.22 Yet as 

Gorman et al. note in their study of the literature, the intersections of race and Australian 

Rules football in rural Australia remain relatively neglected.23 Notable exceptions include 



Dave Nadel’s examination of an Aboriginal Indigenous Australian football team that played 

in rural south west Victoria in 1923, and Roy Hay and Athas Zafiris’ recent chronicle of 

some games played by Aboriginal Indigenous Australian teams before the First World War.24 

Moreover, Hay has also charted many reports of football games played by Indigenous 

Australians in Victoria in the late 1800s and early 1900s.25 While the deeds of these players 

often received ‘grudging recognition’ in press reports, the Indigenous Australian players were 

frequently belittled by newspaper correspondents, and the games were soon 

forgotten.26Nevertheless, historians are yet to explore how Australian Rules football was a 

site of engagement between rural pioneers and Indigenous Australians, and how these 

encounters were later remembered. The recollections of ‘Old Eaglehawk’ provide a rare 

chance to explore later memories of these encounters. In exploring examining the stories of 

these encounters, via the memories of ‘Old Eaglehawk’ we arethis paper is also following the 

call of Gorman et al. for histories of Australian Rules football that ‘incorporate Indigenous 

Australian stories’ which have until recently been suppressed or elided completelyd.27 For as 

Darren Godwell has argued, a lack of critical engagement ‘has enabled assumptions about the 

Indigenous experiences in sport to go unevaluated’ and therefore undervalued.28  

Our aim is notThis paper does not aim to provide a substantive history of the 

encounters on the football field between rural pioneers and Indigenous Australian men in the 

south west of Victoria, but rather to begin the process of exploring them. ‘Old Eaglehawk’ 

constructed narratives focused primarily on local football heritage, but the implicit 

connections between pioneers and Indigenous Australians that they illuminate make his 

memories invaluable as a starting point for historical examination. As Stephen Townsend, 

Murray Phillips, and Gary Osmond have noted in their exploration of social memory, the past 

‘is not remembered as it was but rather as a version of history that is curated in a way that 

best serves the cultural requirements of people in the present’.29 It is important then to read 



‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ memories as not simply a reconstruction of the past, but as configurations 

of the past shaped by the concurrent context of his social surrounds. Taking this into account, 

it is possible to recognise that his memories speak to more than just the origins of football in 

south west Victoria, but to social issues from both the late colonial and interwar periods in 

rural Australian settings more broadly. 

 

Tracking the Memory of ‘Old Eaglehawk’ 

To foreground the early years of football in rural south west Victoria, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ began 

his commentary from the end of the Ballarat and Bendigo gold rushes of the 1850s when the 

region became one of many attractive locations across the entire colony of Victoria for new 

settlers and selectors to take up plots of land under the Duffy Land Act of 1862.30 Charles 

Gavan Duffy, who was responsible for the act, indicated that a driving motivation for opening 

up lands across Victoria was in part to provide a ‘healthy and pleasant pursuit’ at the end of 

the gold rush to former diggers willing to become farmers.31 In her classic history Men of 

Yesterday, Margaret Kiddle has provided detailed insight into the impact of the Duffy Land 

Act and the settlement of squatters prior to its enactment in south west Victoria.32To 

foreground the early years of football in rural south west Victoria, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ began his 

commentary from the end of the Ballarat and Bendigo gold rushes of the 1850s when the 

region became an attractive location for new settlers and selectors to take up plots of land 

under the Duffy Land Act of 1864 and the Grant Land Act that followed it in 1866.33 In her 

classic history Men of Yesterday, Margaret Kiddle has provided detailed insight into the 

impact of the Duffy and Grant Land Acts on south west Victoria, indicating that they were 

introduced and developed as a measure to provide a ‘healthy and pleasant pursuit’ at the end 

of the gold rush to former diggers willing to become farmers.34 However, Llike many 

Australian historians, Kiddle was largely silent on the dispossession of Indigenous 



Australians from their Aboriginal land which enabled thise ‘healthy and pleasant pursuit’ of 

settler life, and seeminglysimply detailing ‘conflict between Aborigines and Europeans as a 

natural part of the pioneering experience’.35 

South west Victoria was a site of prodigious wool production in the mid nineteenth 

century and by the late nineteenth century it became prominent dairy country as well.36 

According to Kiddle the opportunities for employment in the district increased significantly 

in the late 1870s as agriculture in the region thrived.37 Crafting an initially plain, pastoral 

account of the region’s past ‘Old Eaglehawk’ noted that the former gold diggers who made 

the transition to become settlers and selectors ‘led the simple life and bred large families of 

the same type as themselves’.38  

As ‘Old Eaglehawk’ told it, an apparent consequence of the population growth in the 

district was the growing number of young men who were ‘naturally of a virile nature’ and 

who ‘as they grew to manhood, required some kind of sport which would keep their virile 

proclivities as transmitted to them by their parents, under normal control’.39 These young 

‘virile’ Australian-born (white) men offered a sense of the nation’s burgeoning potential as it 

was gradually shedding the British (and more global) perception that Australia was just ‘a 

little boy’These young ‘virile’ Australian-born white men offer an implicit contrast to the 

British (and more global) perception of Australia at the time as a nation too young to defend 

itself and or prosper without the constant support of the imperial motherland.40 As such, they 

represented a rural depiction of the ideal (white) ‘Coming Man’ whom many commentators 

in the late 1800s hoped would advance the nation and the ‘Australian race’.41 At the same 

time, the Australian ‘Bbushman’ was beginning to be lionized as a figure of national identity 

through the works of writers such as Henry Lawson and Banjo Paterson and painters like 

Tom Roberts and Frederick McCubbin.42 Above all else these settlers and pioneers in the 

rural regions of Australia were admired for their embodiment of idealistic qualities much 



favoured by white Australian society such as, ‘independence, manliness’ and ‘a fondness for 

sport’.43 

The bBushmen thatwho were ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ heroes, were also heavily involved 

with local football competitionswere football players, and as he saw it, the game had aided 

their status as helped them become admirable pioneers whose influence in ‘every form of life 

has created far reaching benefits. It is a pity that such men should ever die’.44 In one way 

then, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ was celebrating a version of the now familiar refrain that sport 

imprinted in young men the favourable qualities of ‘fair play, stoicism, leadership, 

determination and discipline’, as Martin Crotty has put it.45 But what might have drawn ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’ to publish these recollections of the late 1800s in the 1930s?Our interest though, 

lies in why ‘Old Eaglehawk’ published these recollections of the late 1800s in the 1930s. 

A core element of ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ articles was a yearning for a past that he 

remembered as less complicated than the present. In sharing his recollections of football in 

the south west of Victoria ‘Old Eaglehawk’ provided a ‘nostalgic creation’ of the game’s 

early development in the region. Fred Davis, in his seminal germinal work on the sociology 

of nostalgia, has argued that one of its primary functions is ‘constructing, maintaining, and 

reconstructing’ individual and/or collective identities.46 In a sense, these types of whimsical 

narratives are ‘associated with the impulse to conserve and recover’ aspects of the past and 

reintroduce them into to a socially and culturally transitioning present.47 Like the writers 

studied by Brodie, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ was seeking to conserve a valuable characteristic of the 

pioneering era that seemed threatened by the turmoil of the 1930s.Marc Brodie has observed 

that the interwar period in Australia saw a powerful form of remembering which attracted 

political attention towards the country areas of the nation.48 In particular ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ 

memories focussed on the men whose masculinity he wanted to preserve – pioneers, 

squatters, and Bushman. Yet, his articles also alluded to more troubling aspects of the 



pioneering men. In rural Australian settings, conservative ideals of establishing ‘tradition and 

stability’ were iconic qualities of pioneering men, for which they were celebrated.49 

However, as the push for modernity crept into the national psyche after World War I, 

‘tradition and stability’ were threatened by the insecure economic circumstances of the 

depression, which had serious consequences in both rural and urban environments.50 In 

regards to local football traditions, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ bemoaned the decline in football niceties 

throughout the district that were being lost in the modern form of the game. As an example, 

‘Old Eaglehawk’ expressed much disappointment that customary formalities such as the half-

time interval that were once upon a time frequently observed at local football matches during 

the late nineteenth century had almost completely faded from existence. He stated: 

‘It seems a pity that this old homely style of treating the visitors has really disappeared – it is 

quite a treat to attend a match … where the old customs still prevail and the interval at half time is 

spent in talking with old and new friends over that friendly cup of tea which does not create 

arguments’.51 

Acknowledging apparent social transitions in the game, ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ memories 

provided a noteworthy point of entry into the games social and cultural prominence 

throughout the district prior to World War I and highlighted aspects of the game which led to 

its continued popularity through until the 1930s and beyond. In particular ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ 

memories highlighted the influential role of men who he perceived were among the most 

esteemed members of the local community – pioneers, squatters, and bushman. Yet, ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’s’ representation of these local men as the preeminent embodiment of manliness 

is somewhat blurred by his wistful recall, and hence their contribution to the game locally 

was likely more complex than was implied. It is this complexity that this paper will draw on 

in exploring the cultural role of Australian Rules football in this rural setting. 

 

Nostalgia’s Secrets 



Davis has argued that: 

‘the proclivity to cultivate appreciative attitudes towards former selves is closely 

related to nostalgia’s … tendency to eliminate from memory or, at minimum, 

severely mute the unpleasant, the unhappy, the abrasive, and … those lurking 

shadows of former selves about which we feel shame, guilt, or humiliation’.52  

In the case of ‘Old Eaglehawk’, although he appeared to describe the district’s late colonial 

past as a prelapsarian time, innocent and unspoilt, it was not without its own troubling and 

complex history. Historically, pioneers, squatters, and Bbushmen were celebrated for their 

contribution to the district’s – and the nation’s – growth, but they also significantly 

contributed to regimes of Indigenous Australian dispossession, an aspect of Australia’s 

pioneering heritage that has until recently remained relatively overlooked by historians. As 

‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ articles illuminated explored connections between pioneers and football in 

the district they ‘unmuted’ some localized examples of dispossession, utilising memories of a 

local All-Indigenous football team called the ‘Framlingham Blacks’ to foreground his 

commentary.53 ‘Old Eaglehawk’ noted that imposing various virtues and cultural activities of 

white Australia on the land had had a significant impact on ‘the original occupier of the 

country’, a consequence of European settlement that he articulated with a seemingly 

conflicted conscience.54 As an example in one of his articles he considered the following: 

‘We took his [Indigenous Australian’s peoples’] country, rung his possum trees, and 

stole the carvings from his father’s tombs; and gave him in exchange for this, a 

blanket and the whisky of his down; then turned him out a wanderer and a wreck’.55 

These words align with an observation of Richard Waterhouse who noted that in regards to 

the frontier wars between Europeans and Indigenous Australians in the early nineteenth 

century that ‘Australians were in no doubt that slaughter on a large scale had taken place’ 

which had critically impacted Indigenous Australians’ occupation of the land.56 However, 



memories of these confrontations had been collectively repressed in white Australian 

culture.57 As Nicholas Gill has outlined, the legends of the pioneer:  

‘draw on a highly selective recollection of the past that is not simply an outcome of 

colonialism but is constructed from the mythical foundations that have informed, 

driven and justified non-indigenous settlement in Australia and the dispossession of 

indigenous people.58  

From these evasive memories of Australia’s past, pioneers and squatters arose as the 

embodiment of the typical Australian, a character that was celebrated and revered until the 

commencement of the Great War when such men were encouraged to transform themselves 

into soldiers and defenders of the white Australian raceBritish Empire. During the late 

colonial period, aspects of manliness that were connected to white settlement were central to 

beliefs of Australia’s future prosperity and the nation’s identity more broadly. 

By the turn of the twentieth century many white Australians were was projecting 

concerneds that migrants from Asia would ‘invade’ Australia and precipitate the racial 

‘decline’ of the nation. regarding invasion from non-European – generally Asian – settlers 

who would potentially dilute the Anglo-Saxon racial identity of the nation.59 While Asian 

settlers were feared, Waterhouse has indicated that at the same time Indigenous Australians 

were beginning to be framed in ‘nostalgic terms as a mere “dying race”’, due in part to the 

now nullified threat to the Anglo-Australian culture which had been quashed by European 

settlers in the first half of the nineteenth century.60 ‘Old Eaglehawk’ seemed fully aware of 

the implications associated with European settlement as he stated ‘to see [the district] now 

makes one think of what civilisation means as understood by human beings, and its ultimate 

end’.61 These sentiments were featured again in a revised version of an article from ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’ published in the Terang Express where he offered this additional thought: 

‘The survival of the fittest seems to be the universal law of nature, but even if it is 

found impossible to preserve the aboriginals (rather late in the day as far as Victoria 



is concerned) it is to be hoped that the remnants of the race will be allowed to 

disappear from the land of their forefathers in a manner that we, as a nation called 

Australia, will have no pangs of conscience in the future, as to the way in which it 

was done’.62 

Popularized ideas of eugenics and sSocial Darwinism’s such as ‘survival of the fittest’ were 

socially accepted patterns of thought in white Australian society at the time, and the declining 

population of Indigenous Australians was viewed by many Australian’s as an inevitability of 

the nation’s development and progress.63 As Warwick Anderson has surmised, ‘the march of 

[white] civilization had been viewed as little more than an inevitable biological process, not 

as a phenomenon that might be judged as good or bad’.64 As a result of this ‘biological 

process’, during the 1930s Aboriginal peopleIndigenous Australians tended to be perceived in 

the white Australian psyche as ‘visible yet invisible’, to quote Frazer Andrewes.65 This was 

certainly true for the south west of Victoria for as early as the 1880s, and certainly by the 

1930s, any remnants of Aboriginal Indigenous Australian communities or ‘camps’ were 

scarce, isolated, and their history relatively suppressed from the thoughts of white Australians 

in the region.66  

During the interwar period, it was only on rare occasions in the district that the public 

was made aware of Indigenous Australians’ connection to the land. These sentiments of 

invisibility and an accepted ambivalence towards this presumed ‘dying race’ in south west 

Victoria were succinctly captured in a Terang Express article written by Annie S. Evans, who 

in 1923 observed a local Aboriginal Indigenous Australian picnic that took place in 

Framlingham on the banks of the Hopkins River:  

‘The aborigines of Framlingham celebrate the festival of Foundation Day by an 

annual picnic, not altogether for the reason that they have much cause for 

thankfulness to celebrate the event that marks this holiday. But each year from far and 



near their kinsfolk gather on this day and renew old acquaintances, and talk of the 

good old camp days of the past’.67 

Although Evans appeared to acknowledge Indigenous Australians’ dispossession from the 

land and wrote fondly of the congregational environment she experienced at the picnic, she 

also clearly regarded them as inferior and childlike, claiming that ‘before the advent of the 

whites, the native never had to exercise his mind … the mind of the aborigine is only 

opening’.68 Furthermore, in stating the belief that ‘Aborigines when they have become 

Christianised make good helpers and workers’ Evans presented what she considered a 

generalized white Australian consensus that if Indigenous Australians could only adjust to 

white Australian values they would be an asset rather than a burden to national progress. 

Indeed Evans provided examples of Aboriginal Indigenous Australian assimilation that were 

valued by white Australians such as the fact that ‘several Aborigines from here served in the 

Great War’, or that some of ‘these men are good cricketers and footballers’, which by Evans’ 

account made them worthy of adorationcommendation.69  

 

Football as a Site of White Cultural Adoption 

Andrewes has argued that during the 1930s it was a common belief amongst white Australian 

society that ‘whites’ were the superior race in the nation, evinced by a perception of 

modernity and that their ‘gentlemanliness’ distinguished them from other cultures.70 As an 

example of Anglo-Australia’s perceived racial superiority Bruce Pascoe has examined in 

detail how white settlers actively ignored the successful agricultural ingenuity of Indigenous 

Australians, instead using traditional European farming methodologies on land that could not 

sustain such techniques.71 Such a dismissive attitude towards Indigenous Australians 

permeated throughout the late colonial period and featured in other aspects of race relations. 

It is through this lens of presumed racial superiority that ‘Old Eaglehawk’ provided his 



representation of the ‘Framlingham Blacks’ football team of the 1880s. ‘Old Eaglehawk’ 

emphasized that many members of the Framlingham team had adapted and adopted white 

Australian values such as ‘manliness’ and ‘sportsmanship’ and hence recalled that they 

received creditable recognition from the public when they competed against white teams 

from the district. With these articles written primarily for a white Australian audience, such 

representations of Indigenous Australians which tended to imply an affable existence 

continued to obfuscate the complex history of the Australian frontier, and thereby simplified 

the social environment that encompassed football’s formative years in the district. 

Local newspaper reports published in 1885 that discuss the Framlingham team 

exemplified the blatant belief that Anglo-Australian men of British heritage were greatly 

superior, both physically and mentally, to their opponents, ‘the dusky sons of the soil’.72 A 

Warrnambool correspondent reporting on the build-up to the inaugural match of the Greening 

Trophy competition between Warrnambool and Framlingham wrote: 

‘The dusky sons of the soil are engaged in active training for the contest, some of 

them, I hear, running as much as ten miles a day. However, I don’t think there is 

much probability of the darkies wresting the laurels of victory from the Warrnambool 

Club. Pluck is as great a factor of success in contests of this kind as speed and 

endurance, and for that quality the British lion and his descendants still stand pre-

eminent among the nations of the world’.73 

Beliefs such as these from local newspapers of the 1880s provided a sense of the social 

environment where much of that shaped ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ prejudicial views of Indigenous 

Australians were likely raised. As already noted above, though his own articles were written 

close to 50 years later, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ surmised for readers of the 1930s that the declining 

number of Aboriginal peopleIndigenous Australians from the region was a direct result of 

white settlers’ pursuit of ‘civilizing’ the land. Yet, like Evans who advocated the benefits of 

‘Christianising’ AboriginalsIndigenous Australians, rather than advocate an attempt to 



addressredress the pioneering acts of dispossession and violence, the declining Aboriginal 

population, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ outlined how sport, and football in particular, had become a 

prominent site forcould help the ‘original occupier of this country’ to embrace the ideals of 

‘white people’.74 It was here that ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ concerns that were detailed earlier in 

this paper, were overcome by a belief that assimilation was beneficial for Indigenous 

Australians in the district with the Framlingham players most fondly remembered being those 

that within just ‘one generation … learned how “to play the game”’.75 

Why some Indigenous Australians participated in white sporting culture is difficult to 

ascertain as there are no doubt innumerable motivations for such action. In research exploring 

the athletic career of Indigenous Australian Albert ‘Pompey’ Austin in the late nineteenth 

century, Roy Hay has acknowledged the difficulty in identifying a singular reason. Hay offers 

two possible explanations, firstly that participation may have been utilized as a means of 

cultural accommodation, or secondly, and equally as likely, a form of protest.76 ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’s’ comments seemed to suggest that for the ‘Framlingham Blacks’ participation 

in the local competition was a sign of their attempt to accommodate and adopt white values in 

order to ‘better’ themselves. Sport, and football more specifically, was one of just many 

forms of white Australian culture which was inculcated upon the Indigenous population, and 

amongst these reflections it was observable which characteristics of sport the white 

population in this rural district cherished and privileged.  

‘Old Eaglehawk’ declared that it was via ‘every class of sport’ that many of the 

Framlingham Black footballers excelled in adapting to the white Australian modes of 

‘gentlemanly’ behaviour.77 As has been illustrated by multiple historians, fears of white racial 

degeneration were an ever present concern in Anglo-Australian society prior to and following 

the turn of twentieth century.78 In particular, Anderson argued there was a social perception 

that ‘white destiny in southeastern Australia was gradually condensing down to a matter of 



bad, impervious heredity – bad seeds – and the social life of germs – more bad seeds’.79 To 

ameliorate this supposed threat sport was seemingly positioned as a vehicle that channelled 

the idealized masculine identity of white Australian culture. Douglas Booth and Colin Tatz 

contended that ‘physical courage’ was a key element of this ideal throughout this period in 

Australia.80 Furthermore, Booth and Tatz emphasized that sport, in particular football, was 

one domain in Australian society where a man’s physicality could be tested and measured.81 

In a sense, sport nurtured Anglo-Australian traditions and associated models of manliness 

which were disseminated and propagated across rural and urban regions nationwide. As 

intimated by ‘Old Eaglehawk’, traits of fairness, sportsmanship, and humility were central to 

such gentlemanly ideals and features of the better-quality teams in the district.   

What is most poignant in these reflections of the ‘Framlingham Blacks’ is that in 

general the stories being told of their existence in the district were those of assimilation. In a 

sense the only recognition they received was linked to an ability to adapt to the cultural 

expectations of the white settlers and perform behaviours associated with ‘gentlemanliness’.82 

‘Old Eaglehawk’ proclaimed with a patronising sense of surprise in one article, ‘what an 

assortment of sports, and how remarkable that in one generation, they had assimilated the 

idea of the white people and learned how “to play the game”’.83 ‘Old Eaglehawk’ noted that 

‘aAfter years of playing with them and against them, I rarely saw one of themse men ever do 

an action in the sporting line that you could not call “cricket”’.84 In ‘learning how to play the 

game’ it seemed ‘Old Eaglehawk’ was pleased that a select number of Indigenous Australians 

had been able to adopt Anglo-Australian qualities such as sportsmanship and obedience to 

rules.  

‘Old Eaglehawk’ thus depicted football as a tool that aided assimilation and a site for 

which men of the district could measure and compare their own ‘manly’ virtues and 

character. Highlighted in these articles was the fact that the only players from the 



‘Framlingham Blacks’ that who received acknowledgement were those that who were able to 

play in a manner that exceeded the expectations of the white observer. Indeed, according to 

‘Old Eaglehawk’ the playing style of some of the Indigenous Australians was considered 

more in line with his expectation of a ‘“gentleman’s” game’ as a direct contrast to the ‘win, 

tie or wrangle players of the present day [ – 1930s]’.85 In light of the broader attitudes that 

some of ‘Old Eaglehawk’s previous commentary on Indigenous Australians were a less 

evolved, dying race,which tended to undermine their history and indeed portray them as an 

‘uncivilized’ peoples, such a comment could have been taken as a direct and offensive 

indictment of the current corps of local footballers. Stating that present day (1930s) white 

footballers were less ‘gentlemanly’ than representatives of the Framlingham Blacks served as 

an explicit example that expressed fears of the game’s local decline. To avoid such a decline 

in standard, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ eulogized the pioneer gentlemanliness that he felt characterized 

local football of the late nineteenth century and promoted a return to this model that he 

remembered so fondly. Yet, in doing so, he overlooked more complex attributes of the 

pioneer, squatter, and Bbushman identity that had inconspicuously impacted the game’s early 

development. 

 

How Local Pioneers Played the Game 

‘Old Eaglehawk’ considered that the ‘gentlemanly’ standing of these local Aboriginal 

Indigenous Australian football players was simply a natural outcome of being introduced to a 

sport played in manner that was based on the characteristics of the district’s most revered 

white men. In the ‘Framlingham Blacks’ team there were six white-Australians, nicknamed 

the ‘white blackfellows’, who ‘Old Eaglehawk’ stated had ‘far-reaching influence’ and whose 

impact on the ‘evolution of the game in the Western District … was well worth recording’.86 



But aside from elements such as sportsmanship and discipline what other characteristics did 

these pioneer and settler types imprint on the game locally? 

Angela Woollacott has critically explored the way that pioneers, squatters, and 

Bbushmen of the nineteenth century have generally been presented historically as embodying 

masculinized traits of ‘responsibility, self-discipline, independence, and reason’.87 In ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’s’ evocative reflections it was these traits that he clung to so fervently when 

describing the south west district pioneers’ manly influence on football’s development. Other 

traits of masculine identity were also presented by ‘Old Eaglehawk’, but he passed over them 

quickly. More specifically, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ tended to downplay the violent side of early 

pioneers. 

Woollacott has suggested that the masked violent history associated with pioneers and 

settlers, which was in some ways stifled by the lens of nostalgia, was in fact an additional 

feature of the pioneers’ masculine identity.88 Moreover, Pascoe and Papalia indicate that the 

accepted roughness of early football matches in Melbourne reflected an attitude held by a 

society that was likely desensitized to the violence associated with the ‘deterritorialisation’ of 

Indigenous Australians committed by British settlers throughout frontier confrontations.89 In 

respect toa similar manner, ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ localized recollections, the violence and 

roughness of the sport that was an implanted feature of the game, was similarly downplayed 

the violence and roughness of football as merely part an accepted aspect of the game’s manly 

character. As Woollacott concluded, this type of violence ‘could be accepted as part of 

respectable manhood, especially if it remained understood but not articulated’.90 ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’ frequently accepted thatcharacterized football was a rough game during its early 

years in the district, but rarely did he consider this uncouth or unnecessary., rRather the 

roughness of some teams was represented as strategic and understood. For instance: 



‘Shoving [from] behind was also allowed and instead of getting ahead of your man it 

paid you to be behind him, a man with good shoving power soon cleared a space 

around him and quietly marked the ball on his own’.91 

While this passage hints at some of the rough tactics common in football during the 1880s, 

the description could also be seen as a metaphor of the way the violence perpetrated by 

squatters, settlers, or Bbushmen to clear land populated by Indigenous Australians was 

frequently diminished in (white) accounts. More broadly speaking, rough play was openly 

accepted as a memorable feature of Australian Rules football in the south west region of 

Victoria even when the game was supposed to be facilitating the development of ‘civility’. 

Indeed it seems that white Australian footballers in this south west Victorian e district were 

forgiven for acts of brutishness. As anFor example, a Camperdown team in 1884 were 

remembered as being so ‘rugged’ in their play that they reportedly earnt the nickname ‘The 

Savages’ from local spectators. Despite the negative connotations of the term ‘savages’ – 

characterized as a sign of barbarism or lacking in civility – ‘Old Eaglehawk’ the players were 

still deemed these players ‘a decent lot of fellows’ due to the fact that ‘a lot of them belonged 

to the squatting fraternity’.92 Hence, their rough conduct on the field was seemingly 

understood and accepted as part of the masculine identity of their pioneering ancestry;, if not 

fully articulated as such. As ‘Old Eaglehawk’ noted of local football pioneers that he was 

celebratingthese laudable gentleman, in the early days of local football ‘the main 

consideration was’ that players use , by ‘any means to stop’ yourtheir opponents ‘from 

getting the ball’ if you could not get it yourself’.93 Be it marking aplaying football or settling 

land, the methods described deployed to obtain such desired outcomes were later moderated 

through nostalgic creation which belied the understated acceptance of the violence of white 

colonial men. 

For Waterhouse the ‘simple reading of the Bush’ that tended to ignore the atrocities 

committed by European settlers on Indigenous Australians provided a seemingly 



unblemished canvass on which positive memories of pre-war Australia could be painted for 

post-war audiences.94 ‘Old Eaglehawk’ did, in a limited degree, recognize an invasion based 

connection between pioneers and Indigenous Australians, but the contextual implications of 

war and the inclement suffering from the major economical strife of the depression that 

framed the local rural landscape of the 1930s were likely a more pertinent concern of the 

district. Henceforth, ‘Old Eaglehawk’ provided an largely idyllic construction of local 

pioneers and as he explained their role in the early development of football in the district the 

memories would have likely resonated with the local community as they reflected a ‘simpler 

time’ when ‘gentlemen were gentlemen’.95 

 

Conclusion – A Not So Simple Past 

This paper has begun the process of studying how the powerful narratives around Australian 

sport and Australian pioneers have intersected. As part of the nostalgic movement that swept 

rural Australia during the interwar period ‘Old Eaglehawk’ stories reveal vital cultural 

patterns of thought around notions of masculinity, race, civility, and violence .that permeated 

the early history of football in rural south west Victoria. Like his contemporaries he 

reminisced about great players and former glory days, but also linked these to the celebrated 

spirit of Australia’s pioneers. According to the editor of the Mortlake Dispatch the articles 

written by ‘Old Eaglehawk’ had been ‘read with wide interest and intense pleasure’ 

throughout the district hinting that his views had genuinely resonated with the local 

community.96 Furthering its local resonance was the fact that ‘Old Eaglehawk’ was not alone 

in his praise of local football’s burgeoning past. In 1937 a correspondent in the Camperdown 

Chronicle called ‘The Wanderer’ wrote an article that noted football’s raw beginnings where 

‘pushing, backing, tripping, elbowing, rabbiting and slinging were allowed’.97 Yet, like ‘Old 

Eaglehawk’ the article focused more on the men that played and the celebrated attributes that 



they exuded through play, a ‘fine body of footballers’ and ‘good men’ which were praised for 

their cleverness, fairness, and strength – pioneers of local football that appeared to mimic the 

ideal attributes of the regions pioneering men.98  

Instances of nostalgic reflection, such as those from ‘Old Eaglehawk’, and 

‘Wanderer’ provide a valuable insight entry point for historical exploration as they tend to be 

shared as a response to changes that were occurring in their author’s present. However, as has 

been shown, such contemplative creations which present a seemingly simple construction of 

the past have the potential to reveal far more than was likely intended. The ‘simple’ past 

shared through these memories of rural south west Victorian football development provide a 

rich insight into the complex narratives of Australia’s colonial heritage. From his recollection 

‘Old Eaglehawk’ positioned the pioneers, settlers, and bBushmen of the district as the 

benchmark for masculine ideals and that it was their influence across all parts of rural life that 

provided prosperity to the region. Australian Rules Ffootball being an example ofwas just one 

part of late colonial countryside lifestyle in which celebrated notable characteristics – 

discipline, toughness, and resilience – were seen to aptly reflect ideals associated with the 

pioneer and settler spirit of the region. However, coupled with these positive images of the 

game were more violent attributes that meant football was at times rough and brutal, and 

although these attributes were not grandly celebrated throughout these memories they were 

accepted as part of the game’s character. This attitude towards football violence paralleled the 

way the violence of Australian pioneers against Indigenous Australians was at once accepted 

and largely unarticulatedThis acceptance of violence seemingly imitated concurrent attitudes 

towards the masculinised character of pioneers and settlers who themselves had an 

understood, but suppressed history of violence. A history which was responsible for the 

dispossession of Indigenous Australians from their lands nationwide.  



As a sort of compensation for this dispossession ‘Old Eaglehawk’ saw football as a 

valuable instrument for race relations in the region, in which Indigenous Australian 

communities of the Framlingham Reserve were encouraged and even celebrated for their 

engagement with the burgeoning form of the game. Interaction between Indigenous 

Australian communities and white settlers in this district were becoming increasingly rare, 

but football was seen as a space for connection. However, rather than critique the inculcation 

of white settler culture upon this particular Indigenous community ‘Old Eaglehawk’ 

perceived this sport based adoption of white gentlemanly behaviour as another ‘benefit’ of 

pioneer endeavours. It seemed by ‘learning how to play the game’ the local Aboriginal 

Indigenous Australian men were seen in a positive light and the obfuscated reality of their 

fading presence in the district continued to predominate the attitudes of Anglo-Australian 

society. 

As can be seen from these observations, ‘Old Eaglehawk’s’ recollections publicized 

more than just the origins of football in rural south west Victoria. A deeper inspection of the 

articles highlighted football’s association with the pioneers and settlers of the region who 

championed the sport as a recreational pursuit to develop their progeny. Through the 

influence of pioneers and settlers football seemingly reproduced a type of masculinity that 

resonated within the region. Skimming over the complex narratives associated with the 

pioneers and settlers these detailed positive memories connecting idyllic rural men to the 

foundations of football in the district, demonstrate how the game itself became a localized 

symbol of Anglo-Australian prosperity, a symbol which could remain a mainstay of this rural 

Victorian setting throughout the interwar years and beyond. 
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